
Afterburn Fuel, a pre-workout supplement that claims to increase strength and energy, and improve 

focus by maximizing the sought after and proven results of the Afterburn Effect has caught the attention 

of http://AfterburnFuelReview.com ’s Stan Stevenson, prompting an investigative review. 

“AfterBurn Pre Workout Fuel is a supplement that you take before each and every workout. It works 

best when following one of Mike Chang’s carefully constructed workout regimes because they’re short 

and extremely high intensity workouts,” reports Stevenson. “You get an intense rush of energy as soon 

as you take AfterBurn Fuel. This focuses your mind as well as your body to train at an intensity you might 

never have thought was possible before.” 

Afterburn Fuel also comes with a whole bundle of free diet and workout systems. Users not only get the 

advantage that the pre-workout supplement gives them, but they can also work out and eat in ways that 

Mike Chang recommends to boost their results even further. AfterBurn Fuel contains powerful nutrients 

including N-Methyltyramine, Methylxanthine, Citrulline Malate, Beta Alanine, AAKG, and Creationol 

Phosphate. Scientifically proven to work as it claims as determined by The University of Michigan, 

Bodybuilding.com and Muscle & Fitness, it is packed with muscle building nutrients that are important 

for gaining muscle and speeding up metabolism.  

 “Our http://afterburnfuelreview.com/afterburn-fuel-review  AfterBurn Fuel review shows it is designed 

to give your body the maximum results from high intensity workouts without having to spend any more 

time in the gym than you normally would. You’ll be far better set up for your next workout the following 

day as it helps your recovery time by giving you less muscle soreness post-workout,” says Stevenson. 

“AfterBurn Fuel gives you added energy, which is ideal when your energy levels are low. This in turn 

gives you faster fat loss results along with building more muscle and revealing those abs as you’ll work 

harder during your workout.” 

“If you want to get ripped, lose those last inches of belly fat or simply build those muscles up at the 

fastest possible speed, then AfterBurn Fuel is what you need. It’s probably one of the most intense and 

effective pre-workout supplements ever to come to market, so it’s aimed at those who really work out 

at a truly high intensity and will put in the effort needed to gain maximum results. If you truly want to 

change the way your body looks, then this pre-workout supplement really can help you along the way.” 

Those wishing to purchase Afterburn Fuel, or for more information, click here: 

http://afterburnfuelreview.com/go/ABF/  

To access a comprehensive Afterburn Fuelreview, visit http://afterburnfuelreview.com/afterburn-fuel-

review  


